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Among the new books.,. 

There have been many selections made from the Canon (the most celebrated is probably 
SHERLOCK HOLMES: SELECTED STORIES from Oxford World Classics), but THE BAKER STREET 
DOZEN has a special claim on our attention. In 1927 Arthur Conan Doyle sponsored a 
competition in THE STRAND MAGAZINE: readers were to list the 12 best Sherlock Holmes 
short stories, the winner being the closest approximation to the author's choice. THE 
BAKER STREET DOZEN contains all twelve of ACD’s favourites, plus (to make up thirteen) 
"Silver Blaze". Each story is followed by an essay by a noted Sherlockian (not all of 
great profundity, though Isaac Asimov's contentious piece on "The Five Orange Pips" is 
great fun, and Ann Byerly's natural enthusiasm for "The Red−Headed League" almost 
makes one wish one was a red−head). Four DM subscribers contribute: Kelvin Jones and 
Richard Lancelyn Green provide essays, while John Bennett Shaw and Jon Lellenberg 
provide foreword and introduction. There's an afterword by Dame Jean Conan Doyle, and 
the editors, Pj Doyle and E.W. McDiarmid, append some interesting if rather elementary 
lists. This handsome 384−page hardback is published on 30th October by Congdon & Weed 
Inc. (180 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60601, USA) at $16.95. 

Also approved by Dame Jean is THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES, edited by Martin 
Harry Greenberg & Carol−Lynn Rössel Waugh (hardback, 345 pages), published on 1st 
November by Carroll & Graf Publishers Inc.,(260 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10001, USA) at 
$18.95. A very curious mixture of good pastiche, good comedy, good flights of fancy and 
good mystery stories. Some of the latter ("The Infernal Machine" by John Lutz, "Sherlock 
Holmes & The Muffin" by Dorothy B. Hughes) plainly aim to capture Watson's style but 
fail notably, though Stephen King's "The Doctor's Case" (yes, that Stephen King) succeeds 
rather better and is a first−rate mystery. Peter Lovesey's "The Curious Computer" is a 
delicious comedy, contemporary but prominently featuring Holmes − or at least H.O.L.M.E.S. 
The oddest and most gripping story is "The House That Jack Built" by Edward Wellen, 
which takes outrageous liberties with the received images of Holmes, Watson and 
Moriarty. You have been warned. Good pastiches by Lillian de la Torre, Michael Gilbert, 
Michael Harrison and − in terms of style the best − Barry Jones (I'm tempted to wonder 
whether this is Denis Smith in disguise). 15 stories in all, plus a reprint of an essay 
by John Gardner and a nice verse by Mollie Hardwick. 

Welcome back, Mr Solar Pons! That variable and versatile writer Basil Copper, with the 
approval of the August Derleth Estate, wrote quite a number of new adventures of "The 
Sherlock Holmes of Praed Street", which were published in paperback several years ago 
and have long been out of print. Now Academy Chicago Publishers (425 North Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 606ll, USA) are reprinting them in corrected versions (Copper 
has corrected Americanisms and errors perpetrated by his former publishers). Derleth's 
original stories were happiest in the short format; Copper prefers novella length. 
Otherwise it would take a keen eye to distinguish them as pastiches. I can think of no 
other writer who could capture so accurately the world of Solar Pons, so subtly 
different from that of Sherlock Holmes. THE DOSSIER OF SOLAR PONS is published this 
month at $15.95 (cloth) and $5.95 (paper). British Pontines should send a self−addressed 
envelope and two International Reply Coupons to the publishers (for the attention of 
Jordan Miller) for instructions on ordering copies (same applies to buyers elsewhere 
outside America). Other volumes will follow, including some previously unpublished. 
Watch this space. 
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To scholarly matters. There have been many (too many?) biographies of Arthur Conan 
Doyle, but his formative years as a writer, the years which gave birth to Sherlock 
Holmes, have been cursorily dealt with. Now our own Geoffrey Stavert has set that right 
in A STUDY IN SOUTHSEA: THE UNREVEALED LIFE OF DOCTOR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE. Considerable 
research lies behind the book, and it's used impeccably, but the style is easy, light and 
enthusiastic. There's an enormous amount here which will be unfamiliar to most of us: 
the early introduction to Spiritualism, the footballing career under the name of A.C. 
Smith, the return to Southsea in 1896. It pleases me to feel one−up on the author by 
noting that the Baker Street landlady is named Mrs Turner in "A Scandal in Bohemia", 
not in A STUDY IN SCARLET, and that there are 12 stories in THE ADVENTURES, not 11. Mere 
slips of the pen. To all, I recommend A STUDY IN SOUTHSEA unreservedly. Milestone 
Publications (62 Murray Road, Horndean, Hampshire PO8 9JL) are offering copies post−
free to Society members at ££££8.95 instead of the published price of ££££9.95. Offer ends 
30th December. Publication was on the 20th October. 

From Donald Silk: Kelvin Jones' proposed A SHERLOCK HOLMES DICTIONARY (DM 58) has been 
indefinitely postponed. But forthcoming is SHERLOCK HOLMES & THE KENT RAILWAYS, a 
hardback published by Meresborough Books. Signed copies available now from K.I. Jones 
(18 Ross Street, Rochester, Kent ME1 2DF) for ££££8.95. 

Now out on video from The Video Collection Co. at ££££7.99 each are A SCANDAL IN BOHEMIA 
and THE SPECKLED BAND from the Granada TV series with Jeremy Brett & David Burke. 
Presumably other titles will follow. (Thanks to J.T. Saunders.) 

From David Stuart Davies: Patrick Macnee (Watson in SHERLOCK HOLMES IN NEW YORK) has 
taped a series of special introductions for a reissue of the 1954 Holmes TV series 
with Ronald Howard & H. Marion−Crawford. The introductions were recorded on a set of 
221B erected in Edinburgh. Does anyone know what form the reissues will take? 

Rupert Books (59 Stonefield, Bar Hill, Cambridge CBJ 8TE) have issued a special 
catalogue of North American titles & imprints, with particular emphasis on Magico 
Magazine and Gasogene Press publications, now represented here by Rupert. A feast for 
those of us unable to get American titles easily. 

Another list, mostly general crime (fact & fiction) is available from Neal Smith (5 
Hilltop Court, Wilmslow Road, Fallowfield, Manchester Ml4 6LH). Some nice stuff here. 

A new member, Mrs Vivian Mary Williams (7 Church Close, Handforth, Wilmslow, Cheshire, 
England) is keen to correspond with fellow−Sherlockians, particularly overseas. She 
expresses a preference for the Paris and Rouen areas of France, but I don't think we 
have any French DM subscribers at present. 

Lee Neuman is a member of the very active society THE TROPICAL DEERSTALKERS of Miami, 
Florida, which publishes an amusing newsletter, THE NEWS AFOOT, and welcomes new 
members. Write c/o Ms Neuman (1301 N.E. 191st Street, Apt. 107, North Miami Beach, Florida 
33179, USA). 

From Stephen Farrell: Michael Caine will play Inspector Abberline in a multi−million 
pound film, JACK THE RIPPER, mounted by Thames TV, to be shown on ITV next autumn. 

From Bill Michell: Charles Mugleston of the Charles Dickens Theatre Company will re−
enact Dickens' first dramatic public reading of A CHRISTMAS CAROL at St Paul's Church, 
Covent Garden on Saturday 5th December at 7. 50 pm. Tickets ££££2 (££££1 child, OAP. claimant) 
at the door or reservable from 0473−85−672. All proceeds to church funds. Sir Harry 
Secombe is President of the Company. 

 


